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Abstract  

 

Sentiment analysis is one of most important domains of Natural Processing Language (NLP). The main aim of 

sentiment analysis is to summarize large text as simple opinions taxonomy in order to simplify extractions of people 

opinions about specific subject. Arabic sentiment analysis still faces many challenges due to complexity of Arabic 

language such as morphology, orthographic, and widespread of synonyms. The main aim of this research is to 

develop sentiment analysis system for Arabic language in order to analyze Arabic sentences that typed by Arabic 

people via twitter application as positive/neutral/negative opinions. The  objectives of this research are: to analyze 

the Arabic texts using effective methods of sentiment detection and features extraction, and to classify the analysed 

Arabic texts as positive/neutral/negative opinions using effective classification method. There are many pre-

processing and NLP methods adopted to address the first objective of this research. Tokenization, part of speech, 

and stemming methods are applied to detect the features in sentences,  N-gram are conducted to extract the features, 

and Arabic WordNet tool are used to enrich the extracted features. In order to address the second objective of this 

research, Support Vector Machine (SVM) method is conducted to classify the extracted features as three polarities; 

positive, neutral, or negative. The proposed system of sentiment analysis was tested on dataset called SYR. This 

dataset consists of 2000 Tweets in Arabic language about the wars in Syria. The author uses 80% of tweets (first 

1600 tweets) as training set while the rest 400 tweets (20%) are used as testing set for the classification system. The 

results of experimental tests show that the proposed system records 0.78 as total accuracy results of sentiment 

classification. The accuracy of proposed system consider as effective results comparing with the available systems 

of Arabic sentiment analysis for social dataset. The main contribution of this research is the development of 

sentiment analysis system for Arabic tweets with effective accuracy of sentiment classification. This indicates the 

effectiveness of the proposed methods to address the challenges of sentiment analysis of Arabic language. 
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1.0 Introduction  

Sentiment analysis is one of most important implications of Natural Processing Language (NLP) (Gebremeskel, 

2011). Sentiment analysis can be defined as the texts summarization and predefining according to simple opinions 

taxonomy (Pang & Lee, 2008). There are many opinions taxonomies can be adopted to conduct the sentiment 

analysis such as; (1) positive/negative, (2) relevant/irrelevant, (3) agree/disagree, and (4) ranking from 1-100.  

Korayem et al. (2012) mentioned that taxonomy selection and classes could be identified depend on the 

implementation environment of sentiment analysis. 

Wilson et al. (2005) argued that the sentiment analysis is usually obtained on various textual sources at different 

levels like documents, sentences, and word/feature. However, the core benefit of sentiment analysis is appeared 

when it obtained on large size of documents or large number of text sources. Nowadays, there has been an 

increasing interest in harvesting and analyzing the information written in from internet sources like online forums, 

twitter and Facebook (Refaee&Rieser, 2014). Social network allows the users from any country to type their 

opinions as textual paragraphs or sentences in real time without any constraints. This gives the organizations and 

companies the opportunity to analyze real users’ opinions at the right time. On the other hand, the numbers of users 

who involve the social networks are large which represent reliable community of data collection and analysis.    
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The main aim of sentiment analysis is to simplify the understanding of texts directions at the right time and in less 

effort. Thus, there are many benefits could be gained from the sentiment analysis implementations in various 

domains such as business, Political, and social (Wright, 2009) 

According to Siddiqui (2015) and World Stats (2013), there are about 65 million Arabic-speaking users online, or 

about 18.8% of the global Internet population. However, most of the systems built for sentiment analysis are tailored 

for the English and European languages. The sentiment analyses of Arabic text that gathered via social network is 

important due to many  reasons such as the original Islamic sources are written in Arabic language, the Arabic 

region is hot political area, and there many revolutions were appeared in Arabic countries (Refaee&Rieser, 2014; 

Zaidan&Callison-Burch, 2013; Al-Sabbagh&Girju, 2012).  

However, sentiment analysis of Arabic language still faces challenges due to many reasons such as the following 

(Siddiqui, 2015; Al-Marghilani et al.,2007; Al-Marghilani et a.,2008; El-Halees, 2008;  Ghwanmeh, 2008):  

 

• Orthographic with diacritics is less ambiguous and more phonetic in Arabic, certain combinations of characters 

can be written in different ways.  

 

• Arabic has a very complex morphology recording as compare to English language. Arabic being derivational 

involves the derivation of verbs from two or three root words. Likewise, all adjectives and nouns are 

derivational as well. 

 

• Arabic synonyms are widespread which increases the difficulty of identify the true meaning of Arabic 

concepts.  

 

Hence, the main aim of this research is to develop sentiment analysis system in order to enhance the accuracy of 

analyze Arabic text that provided by Arabic people as positive or negative opinions. 

 

2.0 Literature Review 

This section presents the aspects and levels of sentiment analysis in addition to related works of sentiment 

analysis for Arabic and English languages. Thus, this section will gives between understanding of sentiment 

analysis directions and methods.  

 

2.1 Aspects of Sentiment Analysis 

According to Pang and Lee (2008), and Aldayel and Azmi (2015), the systemic processes of SA are relied on 

two main phases which are:  

 

(i) Sentiment detection and features extraction: in this phase the text processed to analyze whether it 

includes objective or subjective contents and extract the main sentiment features in the text (Pang & 

Lee, 2008; Aldayel&Azmi, 2015).  Mainly, the subjective contents in any text indicates that this text 

represent sentiment or opinion. For example, the text “جداجيدةجيسالسيارة” ("CIAZ car is very good ") is 

considered as subjective. The subjectivity detection can be conducted in different levels of text such as 

sentence and documents levels. The text considered as objective if there no feelings, attitudes, 

sentiment are detected in the text. For example, the text “ 2015السيارة جيس تم طرحها في السوق في يناير   ” 

("CIAZ car was launched in January 2015") isconsidered as objective text. 

 

(ii) Sentiment classification: Once the text is classified as subjective, the classification phase can be 

conducted to classify the text based on its polarity. The most known classification in this phase is the 
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taxonomy of positive, negative, or neutral (Pang & Lee, 2008; Aldayel&Azmi, 2015). The text 

considered as positive sentiment if its total features indicate positive opinion. The text considered as 

negative sentiment if its total features indicate negative opinion. The mixed sentiment text is include 

negative and positive features. The text considered as neutral sentiment if this text not include positive 

or negative features.  

 

The text which is classified as Subjective is further worked on to classify as positive, negative, or neutral. Table 

1 presents some examples of the sentiment classification of sentences. 

 

Table 1:  Examples of Sentiment Classification 

sentence in Arabic  Sentence in English  Sentiment Classification  

 CESSARS restaurant food is ” جدا لذيذ سيزارس مطعم في الطعام“

very delicious 

Positive  

  My mother is the best cook Positive أفضل طاهية  هي والدتي

 The education in Al-Nagah جدا سيء النجاح مدرسة في التعليم

School is very poor 

Negative 

 Oh! I am going to be mad with ” الغش هذا مع مجنون سأصبح انا و “ !يا“

this cheating 

Negative  

 لكن ممتاز تعليم توفر الكلية أن من الرغم علي

 جعلت الإضافية بالمناهج المتعلقة الأنشطة

 الدراسة عن يحيدون الطلاب بعض

Though the college provides 

excellent education but the 

extra-curricular activities led 

some students to deviate from 

studies 

Mixed (Positive and Negative) 

 The school may shut down Neutral المدرسة تغلق قد

 

 

2.2  Sentiment Analysis Classification levels 

Sentiment analysis operates at different classification level which includes aspect, sentence or document level. 

 

• Document level: The task at this level is to classify whether a whole opinion document expresses a 

positive or negative sentiment (Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan, 2002; Turney, 2002). For example, given 

a product review, the system determines whether the review expresses an overall positive or negative 

opinion about the product. This task is commonly known as document-level sentiment classification. 

This level of analysis assumes that each document expresses opinions on a single entity (e.g., a single 

product). Thus, it is not applicable to documents which evaluate or compare multiple entities. 

 

• Sentence level: The task at this level goes to the sentences and determines whether each sentence 

expressed a positive, negative, or neutral opinion. Neutral usually means no opinion. This level of 

analysis is closely related to subjectivity classification (Wiebe, Bruce and O'Hara, 1999), which 

distinguishes sentences (called objective sentences) that express factual information from sentences 

(called subjective sentences) that express subjective views and opinions. However, we should note that 

subjectivity is not equivalent to sentiment as many objective sentences can imply opinions, e.g., “We 

bought the car last month and the windshield wiper has fallen off.” Researchers have also analyzed 

clauses (Wilson et al., 2004), but the clause level is still not enough, e.g., “Apple is doing very well in 

this lousy economy.” 

 

• Feature and Aspect level: Both the document level and the sentence level analyses do not discover 

what exactly people liked and did not like. Aspect level performs finer-grained analysis. Aspect level 

was earlier called feature level (feature-based opinion mining and summarization) (Hu and Liu, 2004). 

Instead of looking at language constructs (documents, paragraphs, sentences, clauses or phrases), 

aspect level directly looks at the opinion itself. It is based on the idea that an opinion consists of a 

sentiment (positive or negative) and a target (opinion).  
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2.3 Related Works of Sentiment Analysis for English 

Opinion detection has mostly been performed on the document level (Wiebe et al., 1999; Wiebe, 2000). Another 

focus that can be discerned is in terms of genre, on movie and product reviews (Dave et al., 2003; Hu and Liu, 2004; 

Turney, 2002). However, there are a number of sentence- and phrase-level classifiers (Wiebe et al., 1999; Morinaga 

et al., 2002; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003; Kim and Hovy, 2004). Yu and Hatzivassiloglou (2003) propose a three-

stage approach that performs subjectivity analysis first on the document level, then on the sentence level. In a final 

step, they classify the sentences into positive, negative, or neutral opinions. If sentiment analysis is performed on the 

sentence level, it is generally with regard to a target concept (Morinaga et al., 2002; Kim and Hovy, 2004), i.e., the 

system has asits goal to identify sentiment towards a concept such as “cellular phone” or one of its attributes such as 

“size”. Standard approaches to subjectivity include rule-based approaches (Morinaga et al., 2002), supervised 

classifiers such as Naive Bayes (Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003) or statistical approaches using linguistic features as 

well as metadata (Dave et al., 2003). Sentiment is often determined based on lexical resources such as wordnet 

(Dave et al., 2003; Yi et al., 2003; Kim and Hovy, 2004), sentiment lexicons (Yi et al., 2003), or bootstrapped word 

lists based on seeds (Kim and Hovy, 2004). Since sentiment is often determined for given target concept, a subtask 

of extracting opinion targets has been investigated separately using support vector machines (Kessler and Nicolov, 

2009) or conditional random fields (Jakob and Gurevych, 2010). More recently, the focus on movie and product 

reviews is becoming less prominent, with work on blogs and twitter data (Davidov et al., 2010) becoming available. 

Since tweets are rather short, often additional information such as twitter hashtags and smileys (Davidov et al., 

2010) or from label propagation are used. More recent developments with regard to machine learning techniques use 

graphbased methods, which allow a more global view of the problem as well as joint inference with sentence 

cohesion, agreement between speakers, or discourse relations (Somasundaran et al., 2009).  

As Twitter becomes more popular, sentiment analysis on Twitter data becomes more attractive. (Go et al., 2009; 

Barbosa and Feng, 2010; Davidiv et al., 2010) all follow the machine learning based approach for sentiment 

classification of tweets. Specifically, (Davidiv et al., 2010) propose to classify tweets into multiple sentiment types 

using hashtags and smileys as labels. In their approach, a supervised KNN-like classifier is used. Go et al., (2009) 

used NB and SVM methods to classify the emotions sentiment of Twitter messages as positive or negative emotions. 

The significant results of Go et al. Show that the SVM (81.9%) is more accurate than NB (79.9%) when using 

Unigram and POS as preprocessing methods.While the NB (82.7%) is more accurate than SVM (81.6%) when using 

bigrampreprocessing method. In contrast, (Barbosa and Feng, 2010) propose a two-step approach to classify the 

sentiments of tweets using SVM classifiers with abstract features. The training data is collected from the outputs of 

three existing Twitter sentiment classification web sites. Table 2.1 summarizes the related works to sentiments of 

tweets. Table 2 summarizes the related works of sentiment analysis for English Tweets. 

Table 2: Summary of Related Works of Sentiment Analysis for English Tweets 

 

 

2.5 Related Works of Sentiment analysis for Arabic  

Siddiqui (2015) mentioned that there are clear limitation in the works of sentiment analysis for Arabiclanguage and 

the most known developed system for Arabic sentiment analysis is called SAMAR which developed by Abdul-

Mageed et al.(2013). Since 2016, only three known studies have been founded for sentiment analysis based on 

Arabic language. All of these works were conducted the sentiment analysis at sentences level and classify the 

subjectivity as positive or negative opinions. 

Author  Research Aim Methods  Findings  

Davidiv et al. 

(2010) 

classify tweets into multiple sentiment 

types using hashtags and smileys as labels 

KNN The accuracy of classifying is about 

82% 

Barbosa and 

Feng (2010) 

classify the sentiments of tweets  with 

abstract features 

SVM The accuracy of classifying is about 

81%. 

Go et al. 

(2009) 

classify the emotions sentiment of Twitter 

messages as positive or negative 

emotions 

SVM and NB 

suppoting uni 

and bigram. 

The besr accuracy of SVM is with 

unigram (81.9%); The best accuracy 

of NB is with bigram ( 82.7). 
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Abbasi et al. (2008) perform a sentiment analysis of English and Arabic Web forums, with an overarching goal of 

identifying hostility in computer-mediated communication. They make use of not only syntactic but also stylistic 

features. Syntactic features include word, ngrams, POS tag, and word roots. Stylistic features include character n-

grams among other types of information. Thus, Abbasi et al. deal with the morphological richness of Arabic by 

indirect means in the form a n-grams as well as by reducing words to their roots. Abbasi et al. use an entropy-

weighted genetic algorithm (EWGA) as a feature selection technique on (1) an English benchmark movie review 

database taken from the IMDb movie review archive (http://www.imdb.com) and (2) a testbed of messages from 

two major extremist forums (a U.S. American one in English and a Middle Eastern one in Arabic). Their EWGA 

uses information gain as a heuristic to weight the various sentiment attributes. Abbasi et al. find that stylistic 

features on their own were outperformed by syntactic features(i.e., word n-grams, punctuation, word roots), but 

when triangulated with syntactic features, stylistic features helped gain higher classification accuracy of 

approximately 5%. A number of stylistic features were found to be specifically helpful, including the total number 

of characters, use of digits and emphasizing symbols, and vocabulary richness. The root extraction is handled by a 

clustering algorithm, which compares words against a list of roots. The number of roots is manually set to 50. From 

the publication, it is unclear how well this algorithm performs on identifying roots, especially since only the most 

frequent roots are recognized. 

Another work is performed by Abdul-Mageed et al. (2011) on building an SSA system that exploits newswire data 

from the Penn Arabic Treebank . The proposed system uses the gold-labeled morphological features and a polarity 

lexicon from the news domain. This system reaches an F-score of 71.54 for subjectivity detection and 95.52 for 

sentiment classification.  

Furthermore, Abdul-Mageed et al. (2013) developed a system called SAMAR for sentiment analysis based on 

Arabic language. The proposed system was developed based on two main methods which POS in order to detect the 

sentiment of are given sentences and SVM for subjectivity classification. The proposed system was tested on four 

data sets of web forums such as Wikipedia and tweeter. For sentiment detection the system record 90.81% as best 

result and for sentiment classification the system record 78.65% as best result. Table 3 summarizes the related works 

of sentiment analysis for Arabic. 

Table 3: Summary of Related Works of Sentiment Analysis for Arabic 

Author Research Aim Methods Dataset  Findings  

Abbasi et 

al. (2008) 

perform a sentiment 

detection of Arabic 

Sentences 

ngrams, POS tag, and 

word roots 

Arabic Web 

forums 

The accuracy of 

sentiment detection is 

88% 

Abdul-

Mageed et 

al. (2011) 

building an SSA system 

for Arabic sentiment 

analysis 

gold-labeled 

morphological features 

and a polarity lexicon 

news 71.54 % for subjectivity 

detection. 95.52% for 

sentiment classification.  

 

Abdul-

Mageed et 

al. (2013) 

developed a system 

called SAMAR for 

sentiment analysis based 

on Arabic language 

POS and SVM four data sets of 

web forums such 

as Wikipedia 

For sentiment detection 

the system record 

90.81% as best result. 

for sentiment 

classification the system 

record 78.65% 
 

3 Research Methods 

The methods of proposed sentiment analysis system can be categorized as two main phases which are (1) methods 

for sentiment detection and extraction, and (2) methods for sentiment classification. As figure 1 illustrates, the 

proposed methods of this research can be categorized as three stages which are preprocessing stage for sentiment 

detection, stage of features extraction, and classification stage. 
 

In the preprocessing phase, there are many methods are used to analyze the main features of Arabic 

sentences; tokenization and stemming. Furthermore, POS is used to identify the features based on the sentence 
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pattern. In feature extraction phase, N-gram is used to list the extract the identified features as 1-gram, 2-gram... n-

gram. The Arabic WordNet tool is applied to enrich the extracted features by find more features or synonyms of the 

same meaning. In the feature classification phase, SVM method is adopted to classify the sentence according as 

positive, neutral, or negative based on the related features to this sentence.  Lastly, the classification accuracy could 

be measured using F-Score formulas through compare the system classification results with the true sentiment of 

each tweeter sentence or message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Research Design 

 

The selected methods take in consideration many points based on the challenges that face the sentiment analysis for 

Arabic sentences, these points are as the following: 

i. Preprocessing methods for sentiment detection: there are many preprocessing methods in this 

stages: (1) Tokenization: pre-processing of Arabic data set in terms of performing tokenization brings 

in new challenges resulting in satisfying different shapes of letters found at the middle, end, and 

beginning (i.e. changes in shape of a letter). (2) Stemming: the stemming or word root is effective 
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methods to address the morphology challenge of Arabic words. (3) Part of Speech (POS): POS is 

effective method to address the Orthographic and lack of capitalization challenges through identifies 

the concepts entity based on the sentences pattern.  

 

 

ii. Natural processing Language (NPL) methods for features extraction: N-gram method is effective 

method to address the morphology challenge of Arabic words through extract the various meaning or 

synonyms of give word or words. This requires connection with efficient lexicon such as WordNet. 

Arabic WordNet (AWN) is effective lexicon to extract the various meaning or synonyms of words that 

listed using N-gram.  

 

iii. Sentiment classification: The sentiment classification could be conducted effectively using Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). For sentiment analysisif texts, the SVM considered as effective method for 

sentiment classification.  

 

The Dataset in this research is collected from Salameh et al., (2015) work.  The collected dataset is Syria Dataset 

(SYR) which consists of 2000 Tweets in Arabic language about the wars in Syria. Salameh et al., (2015) were 

created SYR in 2014 based on the tweets that gathered between Arabic people about Syrian wars. Some of these 

tweets were originally written by users using Arabic language, while the other tweets were written in English 

language before translated to Arabic. Salameh et al., (2015) were classifying the sentiment of tweets in SYR 

manually as Table 4 presents. The SYR was downloaded from the authors’ formal website 

(http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/ArabicSA.html).  

Table4 Manual classification of SYR Tweets 

Polarity   Number of Tweets 

Positive Tweets 1350 

Negative Tweets 448 

Neutral Tweets 202 

Total  2000 

 

 

3.1 Preprocessing Methods 

The pre-processing phase consists of many related methods that integrated together in order to identify the main 

features of tweets. These methods are as the following: 

 

A. Tokenization 

Tokenization is the process that divides sentences into the text sequence and then the text sequence into 

single tokens. This step considered as the first pre-processing steps to identify features as single tokens. 

The given query by users is segmented as single words. Usually, the word segmentation is done though 

identify the whitespace before and after any word. In addition, if there any special characters in the query 

like question mark or punctuation then it will be tokenized as single word. Suppose the following example 

in Table 5 to clarify the tokenization process. 

  

 

 

 

Table 5: Tokenization Example 

Before tokenization:  شافي العجمي يتبراء من تنظيم داعش بعد تمويلهم من قبله بجمع

 التبرعات لقتل أطفال سوريا وشيوخها حسبي الله عليك يا شافي
 

Shafi al-AjmirejectISIS after their funding from the collection of donations to 

kill children, Syria and the elderly, by God, you Shafi 
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After Tokenization: 

 شافي

العجمي   

يتبراء   

من     

 تنظيم

داعش   

بعد   

تمويلهم   

من   

قبله   

 بجمع

التبرعات   

لقتل   

أطفال   

سوريا   

وشيوخها   

حسبي   

الله    

 عليك

يا   

شافي   

B. POS 

The results of tokenization process represent the input of POS process. This work adopts the library of 

“Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger” in order to conduct the POS process. Stanford POS Tagger is 

a piece of software that reads text in some language like Arabic, and assigns parts of speech to each word 

(and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc., although generally computational applications use 

more fine-grained POS tags like 'noun-plural'.   

 

Basically, the Arabic POS conducted based on two types of tokens; (1) noun types, and (2) verb types. Any 

token is considered as ‘NN’ if this token is tagged as noun word such as illusive noun, noun of time, 

instrumental noun, or adverb. For example, in the tweet “ بعد تمويلهم من قبله بجمع  شافي العجمي يتبراء من تنظيم داعش

"سوريا"  ,"اطفال"  ,”شافي“ there are many noun tokens such as ,”التبرعات لقتل أطفال سوريا وشيوخها حسبي الله عليك يا شافي

 , "داعش"   . all of these token are tagged as “NN” type.  

 

On the other hand, any token is considered as ‘VB’ if this token is tagged as verb. The verb can be 

classified according to many rules such as; if it has vowels, passive or active, if it is merely or has extra 

letter and the number of letters, if verbs have special case. For example, in the tweet “ جمي يتبراء من شافي الع

 there are many verb tokens ,”تنظيم داعش بعد تمويلهم من قبله بجمع التبرعات لقتل أطفال سوريا وشيوخها حسبي الله عليك يا شافي

such as “بجمع"  ,"لقتل" ,”يتبراء".all of these token are tagged as “VB” type.  

 

 

C. Stemming  

After POS processes, the Stemming process is conducted. The stemming is the process of extract the main 

word root in order to identify the true meaning of feature. For example “تمويلهم” word is stemmed as “تمويل”. 

 

In stemming process, the meaning of features could be changed. For example, the word “روعه” which 

means “magnificent”, and stem it using any traditional Arabic light stemmer, the result will be the term 

 .which means “terrorized”. While the first term is very positive, the second is very negative ,”روع“

Therefore, the lemmatization process is conducted in this step to avoid the stemming of many features. 

Lemmatization process identifies the list of features that cannot be stemmed due to critical meaning of 

these features. The features lemmatization are listed in internal file, and this list was extracted from 

Dictionary Based Tool (DBT) that developed by El-Beltagy and Rafea (2016). DBT contains set of Arabic 

words or features that not recommended to be stemmed.        

 

Furthermore, in this step, the some characters were normalization in order to avoid the challenge of 

changing character shape. In this step, letters “أ” , “إ” and “آ” are replaced with “ا”  while the letter “ة” is 

replaced with “ه”, and the letter “ى” is replaced with “ي”.    

 

3.2 Methods of Features Extraction 

After pre-processing phase, the main features could be extracted and enriched using the following two methods: 
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A. N-gram 

The N-gram algorithm focuses on listed the extracted features from each tweet as word by word, two words 

by two words and so on. The main aim of N-gram is to generate all possible features intersections to 

increase the possibility of analysis the tweet sentiment.   In this research, the N-gram lists are generated 

according to number of identified features in tweet i.e. 8-gram. Table 6 presents example of N-Gram 

combination list based on five features in tweet: 

 

Table 6: 5-Gram Example 

 

 

 

 

B. A

r

a

b

i

c

 WordNet 

The output of N-gram represents the inputs of Arabic WordNet (AWN). The main aim of the AWN is to 

enrich the extracted features from tweets by finding additional features (synonyms) in order to enhance the 

accuracy of sentiment analysis using wide possible synonyms. Table 7 shows example of additional 

synonyms that can added by AWN to enrich the extracted features from tweets.    

 

Table 7: Example from AWN 

Word Added Synonyms 

فارق, فرق, فريق, فراق, فرقه, فرقان, تفارق,  فرق

 تفرق, تفرقه, تفريق,

حراري, حرير, حرر, حر, حريه, محرر, متحرر,   حرر

 تحرير, تحرري, تحريري

 البطل, باطل, بطاله, بطل, بطال, بطلان,   بطل

 

3.3 Features Classification  

In this phase, the author uses 80% of  dataset as training set while the rest tweets (20%) of are used as 

testing set for the classification system. The training set is used to learn the system the sentiment of 

extracted features while the testing is set to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methods. For both 

training and testing sets, the extracted features from various methods (tokenization, POS, stemming, N-

gram, and AWN) are transferred to numerical data in order to address the processes of sentiment 

classification using SVM method. The numerical data of all extracted features represent a vector of SVM. 

This vector contains the frequency of each extracted feature in every tweet.Table 8 presents examples of 

numerical vector of SVM for five tweets. The original (stored in dataset) sentiment of each tweet is 

connected with the produced vectors. The feature “اموي:Umaway” is appeared in the tweet #1 for one time, 

and this feature is not appear in the other four tweets. Thus, the “Umaway”will be denoted as positive 

feature because the first tweet considered as positive polarity. “سوريا : Syria” feature appeared for one time 

in each tweet. Therefore, “Syria” will be denoted as negative feature because it computed four times as 

negative and one time as positive. Same processes conducted on “NNP” feature which denoted as negative 

feature because it appear 11 times as negative and 4 times as positive.   

 

 

 

Table 8 Example of SVM Vector 

  Original  

Sentiment Tweet اللواء ابطال الشام تحرير فرقة الرحييم الرحمن الله بسم سوريا أموي VBD NNP NN 

 الحر يستهدف حاجز السلام الجيش

The free army targeted Al-Salam block 

1-Gram 2-Gram 3-Gram 4-Gram 5-Gram 

 الجيش

 الحر

 يستهدف

 حاجز

 السلام

 الحر الجيش

 الحريستهدف 

 يستهدف حاجز

 حاجز السلام  

 الحر يستهدف الجيش

 الحر يستهدف حاجز

 يستهدف حاجز السلام 

 الحر يستهدف حاجز الجيش

 الحر يستهدف حاجز السلام  

 الحر يستهدف حاجز السلام   الجيش
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# (Umaway) (Syria) in Dataset 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 Positive 

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 3 Negative 

3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 Negative 

4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 Negative 

5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 Negative 

 

 

Regarding to training set, the full supervised training is conducted. The frequency of each feature in all 

tweets is calculated. In the above example, NNP feature that collected from POS method was appeared 15 

times (4 as positive and 11 as negatives). Thus the system training considered this feature as negative 

feature in the total. Another example, the “فرقة” feature was appeared one time in the vector, and this 

feature appeared as positive. Thus, this feature is considered as positive feature in when appear in any 

tweet.  

 

Technically, the training set was applied on 1600 of 2000 tweets. The produced vector of training processes 

consists of 11,262 features that extracted from various feature extraction methods (tokenization, POS, 

stemming, N-gram, and AWN).  SVM was trained to classify the features into three classes; positive, 

negative, and neutral (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Classification Spaces of SVM 

 

 

The feature classification of the features in the produced vector are represented by term vectors of the form d = (ti, 

tj, ..., tp) where each feature (tk) identifies a content term assigned to sample of tweets (d) as is done in the popular 

vector representation for in-formation retrieval. Typically, each jth in d is represented as a vector of weight of the 

content terms selected, where V is the set of features that occur at least once in at least one d, and wkj represents 

how much term tk contributes to the semantics of dj. Each element wkj is calculated as a combination of the 

statistics tf(tk ,dj) and idf (tk). This weighting scheme starts with the frequency of a term in a given tweets tf (tk, dj), 

and multiplies this by the ”inverse document frequency” idf(tk) of the term in the corpus. The idf of a term is lower 

the more tweets appears in. The idea is that the more tweets a feature appears in, the less likely it is to be a good 

measure for distinguishing one tweets from another. The tf-idf formula for a term tk is as follows: 

 

 
 

Negative 

Positive 
Neutral  
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Where tf(tk ,dj ) is equal to when term tk is not assigned to dj ,and equal to (tk ,dj ) for the assigned terms. The idf 

term is calculated as follows: 

 

 
 

Where (|Tr |) is the total number of features in the training tweets and df (tk) is every feature frequency in each 

tweets. The idf (tk) is the weighting heuristic says that a feature tk is an important indexing of sentiment class 

(positive, negative, or neutral). Each feature indexing was conducted as the following: 

 

1. If idf (tk) of feature is mostly appeared in the positive tweets, then this feature classified as positive 

feature. 

2. If idf (tk) of feature is mostly appeared in the negative tweets, then this feature classified as negative 

feature. 

3. If idf (tk) of feature is approximately same appeared in the negative and positive tweets, then this 

feature classified as neutral feature.  

Regarding to testing set, the classification test using SVM was applied on 20% of dataset. The classification 

processes can be describes as the following: 

1. For each feature in the tweet, idf (tk) is computed. 

2. The mean of all features weights in the tweet is calculated. Here, there are three possible means; (1) 

positive in overall, negative in overall, or neutral. 

3. The tweet is classified based on the calculated mean in step 2.  

3.4 Evaluation 

According to Khan et al. (2015), the testing and evaluation of the proposed system need to be conducted carefully to 

show the effectiveness of the proposed system. The evaluation of the sentiment analysis system can be performed 

based on the accuracy of system output (sentiment classification). The accuracy of sentiment classification reflects 

the performance of the methods that utilized and integrated to construct the proposed system.  

In this research, the accuracy of proposed system was calculated using Precision, Recall and Accuracy 

formulas. The measurement equations are as follows (Rushdi et al. 2013):  

 

• Precision = TP/ (TP + FP)   

• Recall = TP/ (TP + FN)   

• Accuracy = (TP + TN)/ (TP + TN + FP + FN)  

Where:   

• TP- True Positive, all the tweets which were classified correctly as positive   

• TN- True Negative, all the tweets which were correctly classified as negative   

• FP- False Positive, all the tweets which were incorrectly classified as positive   

• FN- False Negative, all the tweets which were incorrectly classified as   negative. 

 

The F-measure of proposed system was calculated based on systemic evaluation, and the evaluation processes are as 

the following:  

 

a. Conduct the final classification of the three sentiments (positive, negative, and natural) based on 

the proposed methods of sentiment analysis.  .  

b. Extract the matrix of sentiment matching (TP, FP, and FN). 

c. Compute the precision of each sentiment (positive, negative, and natural). 

d. Compute the recall of each sentiment (positive, negative, and natural). 

e. Compute the accuracy of each sentiment (positive, negative, and natural). 

f. Compare each classified sentiment of each tweet with the original sentiment that stored already in 

the dataset.  
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g. Compute the overall accuracy of all sentiments. 

 

 

4 Results and Discussion  

In the experiments, the author uses 80% of tweets as training set while the rest (20%) were used as testing set for the 

classification system. Thus, the first 1600 tweets in SYR dataset were used in the training processes, and the last 400 

tweets were used in the testing processes. 

The training set was applied on 1600 of 2000 tweets. The produced vector of training processes consists of 11,262 

features that extracted from various feature extraction methods (tokenization, POS, stemming, N-gram, and AWN).  

SVM was trained to classify the features into three classes; positive, negative, and neutral.  

Regarding to testing set, the classification test using SVM was applied on 400 of 2000 tweets. The classification 

processes can be describes as the following: 

1. For each feature in the tweet, the features polarities are identified based on training processes. 

2. The mean of all features weights in the tweet is calculated. Here, there are three possible means; (1) 

positive in overall, negative in overall, or neutral. 

3. The tweet is classified based on the calculated mean in step 2.  

 

The results of the testing set (sentiment classification of each tweet) were compared with the original sentiment that 

stored in SYR dataset in order to measure the classification accuracy using F-score formulas. 

 

According to sentiment classification results of proposed system comparing with the original sentiment that stored in 

SYR dataset, Table 9 shows the matrix of the true and false classification of each sentiment (negative, neutral, and 

positive).  

 

Table 9: Matrix of sentiment classification  
Negative Neutral Positive 

Negative 253 18 28 

Neutral 10 16 7 

Positive 22 2 44 

 

Based on the matrix in above Table 9, the classification accuracy was computed based on three formulas; precision, 

recall, and F measurement. Table 10 presents the accuracy of sentiment analysis and classification of all tested 

tweets. The accuracy of negative classification of proposed system was recorded 0.866, the accuracy of neutral 

classification was recorded 0.464, and the accuracy of positive classification was recorded 0.599. The overall 

accuracy of the proposed system is 0.783.  

 

Table 10: Accuracy of Sentiment Classification of Tested Tweets 

Sentiment Class Precision Recall F Measure 

Negative 0.888 0.846 0.866 

Neutral 0.444 0.485 0.464 

Positive 0.557 0.647 0.599 

Overall Accuracy  TP+TN / (TP+TN+FP+FN)= 313/400 

 

0.783 

 

The accuracy result of the proposed system was compared with SAMAR system which developed by Abdul-Mageed 

et al. (2013) work.  
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1. TGRD: this dataset consists of 3015 Arabic tweets that were collected in May 2010. TGRD tweets are 

mixed between the formal and modern Arabic language. 1446 tweets of TGRD are represented by modern 

Arabic language, while the entire tweets are represented by the formal Arabic language. The comparison 

between the accuracy results of proposed system based on SYR and the accuracy results of SAMAR based 

on TGRD considered as the most suitable comparison due to matching between SYR and TGRD 

specifications. Both of these datasets are collected from Arabic tweets.   

 

2. MONT: this dataset consists of 3097 Arabic sentences that collected from web forums in 2010. 
 

The accuracy of proposed system using SYR dataset recorded good accuracy comparing with the 

SAMAR system using various datasets. SAMAR system records accuracy results as 0.66 using MONT 

dataset, 0.67 using TGRD dataset, and 0.73 using DAR dataset. On the other hand, the proposed system 

using SYR dataset records 0.783 as accuracy result.  

 

The discussion standpoint between SAMAR and the proposed system is based on the utilized 

methods to solve the challenges of sentiment analysis for Arabic language. SAMAR was developed based 

on two methods which are; (1) features detection using POS, and (2) sentiment classification using SVM. 

SAMAR focused on the orthographic challenge in Arabic language. POS is effective to address the 

orthographic of Arabic language rather than other challenges such as morphology and synonyms 

widespread. The proposed system utilized several methods to address three main challenges (refer to 

problem statement in chapter 1) of sentiment analysis for Arabic, which are the following: 

 

• Morphology challenge: this challenge addressed by the proposed system through utilize the stemming 

(word root), tokenization methods to cover the different shapes of letters found at the middle, end, and 

beginning of text. 

  

• Orthographic challenge: POS is method utilized to address the orthographic and lack of capitalization 

challenges through identifies the concepts entity based on the sentences pattern. 

 

• Variety of Synonyms: N-gram method and AWN tool utilized to extract the various meaning or synonyms 

of Arabic features. 
 

The utilized methods in the proposed system to address various challenges in Arabic language are 

clarifying the reason of record better accuracy results than SAMAR system. Therefore, the accuracy result 

of the proposed system using SYR dataset considered as effective results due to its performance over 

SAMAR and the solved challenges that face the sentiment analysis for Arabic language.  
 

 

5 Conclusion  

Arabic sentiment analysis still face many challenges due to complexity of Arabic language such as morphology, 

Orthographic, and widespread of synonyms. This work enhances the accuracy of sentiment analysis for Arabic 

language through three main phases. In the preprocessing phase, there are many methods are used to analyze the 

main features of Arabic sentences; tokenization and stemming. Furthermore, POS is used to identify the 

features based on the sentence pattern. In feature extraction phase, N-gram is used to list the extract the 

identified features as 1-gram, 2-gram... n-gram. The Arabic WordNet tool is applied to enrich the extracted 

features by find more features or synonyms of the same meaning. In the feature classification phase, SVM 

method is adopted to classify the sentence according as positive, neutral, or negative based on the related 
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features to this sentence.  The classification accuracy measured using F-Score formulas through compare the 

system classification results with the true sentiment of each tweeter sentence or message.   The results of 

experimental tests show that the proposed methods are effective to improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis 

for Arabic sentences.  
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